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COUNCIL NEWS

Misaje Council Donates Lab Equipment to Boost Science and Technology.

The science department of Government Bilingual High School (GBHS) Misaje went operational last academic year can now boost of a well-equipped laboratory thanks to the Misaje Council. Mayor Mgbata Sammy Nforkemba, recently handed over science laboratory equipment worth FCFA 4 million the principal in the presence of his collaborators, teachers and the entire student body.

The mayor, while handing over the equipment said, the Misaje council in its mission to promote and encourage science and technology could not stay indifferent but rather took up the challenge to make this significant gesture that will go a long way in helping students match theory with practice in.

The Principal thanked the Council and assured the Mayor that the gift will go a long way in easing the stress teachers and students used to go through in the teaching and learning process especially in the domain of sciences.

INVESTMENT
Roads; Priority to the Misaje People.

Many road projects have been carried out in the Misaje Municipality including the opening and rehabilitation of a 10.2km road from bebejama to bebekette funded by the state under PIB.

The people of Bebejama and Bebekete can now easily transfer their farm produce to the market thanks to the construction of a road linking the villages. It should be recalled that it was during the elaboration of the council development plan that they had voiced their priority to be the realization of the road which had been a hindrance to the socio economic growth of the villages.

The villages had suffered over the years, but with the realization of the project they can now have access to move patients to the hospital and transport their agricultural produce, as well as their forest resources. The area is it should be noted is well known for the production of palm oil, Groundnut, coffee, cocoa, Maize, plantains, bush pepper, bush mangoes, njansa, etc.

The feasibility studies for the construction of the road were done by the mayor and forwarded to the Government for funding. The project was executed at the cost of FCFA one hundred and eighty three million cfa (183,000,000) PIP.
**FOCUS**

**Youth Empowerment Scholarship scheme established for Misaje Students**

*Through this committee, some 29 youths were sponsored by the council at GTTC Nkambe during the academic year 2016/2017 for over FCFA 2,600,000*

When mayor Mgbata Sammy Nforkemba took over office, one of his greatest worry was to empower the youths of Misaje municipality. His dream started materialising when the late Senator Jikaong Stephen donated FCFA one million for scholarship to enable poor and Misaje students to gain access to education. This spurred up the Mayors dream of establishing an effective scholarship scheme for students in the Municipality.

Mayor Mgbata Sammy Nforkemba through the deliberating organ come up with a scholarship committee. Through this committee, some 29 youths were sponsored by the council at GTTC Nkambe during the 2016/2017 academic year for over FCFA 2,600,000.

The students were also given FCFA 30,000 each for the compilation process, FCFA 20,000 for transportation to write the competitive entrance examination, FCFA 50,000 for school fees and 25,000 for registration of CAPIEMP.

Upon graduation these 29 well trained teachers have been recruited to teach within Misaje municipality and are currently being paid over FCFA 870,000.

This venture and has led to the economic and social empowerment of the youths of Misaje whose dreams of getting formal education and impacting their community is gradually being realize.
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Mayor Mgbata Sammy Nforkemba through the deliberating organ come up with a scholarship committee. Through this committee, some 29 youths were sponsored by the council at GTTC Nkambe during the 2016/2017 academic year for over FCFA 2,600,000.

The students were also given FCFA 30,000 each for the compilation process, FCFA 20,000 for transportation to write the competitive entrance examination, FCFA 50,000 for school fees and 25,000 for registration of CAPIEMP.

Upon graduation these 29 well trained teachers have been recruited to teach within Misaje municipality and are currently being paid over FCFA 870,000.

This venture and has led to the economic and social empowerment of the youths of Misaje whose dreams of getting formal education and impacting their community is gradually being realize.
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